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Note: this is a working proposal and can be modified at any time.

Introduction
In response to the Horizon bridge incident, a group of community members formed to
discuss creative solutions. During this process, the discussion expanded to include
more stakeholders from the community, validators, ecosystem developers, ecosystem
partners, outside counsel, and financial industry advisors. This working group
discovered practical solutions that resonated with the core values of the Harmony
ecosystem.

Recovery One is the governance foundation representing depegged token holders and
the Harmony community. Our mission is the recovery of depegged assets and
strengthening of the Harmony ecosystem through community-governed action.

Our solution is rONE.

The Solution
The proposed solution offers depegged tokens for rONE tokens, which the user can
redeem on a smart contract for the full value in $ONE at the end of three year, and earn
15% returns staking rewards in $ONE for the same period.  The impact to the treasury
is 2.5Bil tokens including the 700M paid for staking rewards. The solution is the best
tradeoff in returning the user full value, while preserving the Harmony treasury for future
growth. In the first 30 day, for those who choose to exit early, the solution proposes a
$2.4M exit liquidity.

Proposal Highlights

● Resolves depegging issue.
● Restores DeFi on Harmony.
● Provides dynamic liquidity for rONE holders.
● Provides governance utility for rONE holders.
● A smart contract-based protocol token.
● A catalyst for DeFi innovation.
● Commitments to the community.
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The Recovery Token Mechanics
1. A smart contract is created to accept depegged tokens in exchange for a

Recovery token, rONE.  
a. rONE holders can redeem 3:1 ONE (22% parity) within 30 days of mint.
b. rONE can trade freely on exchanges.
c. rONE can be staked for rewards (15% APR) for the next 3 years to

receive blockchain emission and gas fees. 
2. Early withdrawal of staked rONE will result in partial redemption.
3. At the end of the mandatory withdrawal period, users can redeem at 1:1 ONE.

How To Redeem rONE
A snapshot proposal will be made for the following:

● A smart contract that accepts bridged assets and mints rONE.
● The contract is injected with 100M tokens ($2.4M)
● Anyone can deposit bridged assets and receive (rONE) tokens.

o rONE will be pegged at a minimum 66% (parity) or current market parity
(whichever is greater)

● rONE can redeem 3:1 ONE (22% parity) within 30 days of mint.
o Capped (TBD) per wallet. 

● Minted rONE (not staked) can be traded on exchanges and used in DeFi.

The rONE mint contract will close in 1 year, and the staking period will last 3 years.

rONE Emissions
Blockchain emissions and gas fees will continuously fund the rONE token.

● Similar to standard staking, staked rONE are entitled to receive 15% rewards in
ONE from emission and gas fees.

● Early withdrawal (before 3 years) from staked rONE will result in partial
redemption. (Proportionally to the period requirement period).

● At the end of the mandatory staking period, users can redeem 1:1 for ONE

Example: (this will be amended to reflect current market prices)
Assume wallet A has 1000 USDC, and anticipation of rONE has pushed the
market price for USDC to 0.20 cents (20% of parity). The parity is selected as
MIN (66%).
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Wallet A receives 25,000 rONE (~$660, with rights to receive 25,000 ONE at the
end of 3 years while receiving 15% APR rewards.

Primary Exit:  
● At the end of 3 years, Wallet A receives 25,000 (par value) + 11,250 ONE

(interests). 
Depending on market conditions, ONE may be valued more or less.

Secondary Exit:
● Wallet A exchanges rONE via the Harmony buyback contract for 3:1 ONE.

(first 30 days)
Tertiary Exit:

● Wallet A sells rONE on the market to another wallet.

Impacts (this will be amended to reflect current market prices)

● Up front $2.4M (100M ONE).
● 5% are retained for governance.
● We can assume participation is around 60% (taking into account some users

have exited), and parity at 66% floor, we will have to mint:
o $60M x 66% = $39.6M in ONE ( 1.65Bil ONE ) to be released in 3 years.

▪ Gradually mint up to a 3-year date & deposit into the rONE contract
to smooth out circulating supply & give rONE value.

o Mint annually 247M ONE token to pay rONE interest rate.
▪ Totaling 741M ONE token.

● Total 2,491M ONE

rONE Use Cases
● Traded/speculated on (no staking emission).
● Collateralized (no staking emission).
● Staking.

o Potential liquid staking similar to stONE.
● Liquidity pools (no staking emission).
● Voting (with staking emission).

o Delegated voting.
● Other Defi innovations may come.
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Why rONE?
● rONE provides a quick and speedy resolution to depeg by swapping depegged

assets and minting rONE tokens.
● rONE allows Defi partners to restart DeFi on Harmony using rONE, ONE, native

tokens, and new bridged assets.
● rONE can be staked to yield 15%.
● rONE is liquid and can be traded.
● rONE holders gain governance utility and a voting process for future actions by

the Recovery One Fdn.
● rONE provides the ecosystem with an opportunity to create new dynamic liquidity

tokens for the Harmony ecosystem.
● rONE can act as a catalyst for DeFi innovation.
● rONE is a smart contract-based Protocol Token.

Commitments
● All contracts will be reviewed and audited by Harmony and its partners.
● Transparent and secure treasury management.
● Use of treasury to support Defi partner's liquidity needs.
● Future bridges to be non-custodial.
● Long-term marketing strategy for ecosystem partners.
● Long-term working relationship with Recovery One Fdn.
● Long-term community involvement in Harmony roadmap.

Recovery One Team
● Quoc- Telegram: @cryptoQuoc
● Logan- Telegram: @mattbarrett
● Matt- Telegram: @HarmonyPioneer
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Next Steps
Timeline

● Release to the community via Public Review of proposals.
● Post Recovery Token (rONE) proposal on talk.harmony.one and social platforms.
● Hold a consensus vote.
● Build rONE smart contract.
● Audit/Review rONE smart contract.
● Harmony Hardfork.

Hardfork Estimate:

● End of September 2022.

Contributors
● Harmony Community
● OneCelestial
● Fuzz
● Stably
● Tranquil
● Cheeky Crypto
● HarmonyDragon
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ROLVRP #210822.

Recovery One Lost Value Recovery Proposal.

Summary

The following describes a repeg proposition that would involve the following steps and procedures;

1. Minting a new token called (RecoveryOne)

2. Taking a snapshot (RecoverySnap) of all assets lost 1 hour before the bridge hack incident.

3. Every user would get its Debt (assets lost) compensated by an equivalent number of Recovery1
token equivalent to a ratio of 1 USD lost = 1 RecoveryOne token airdropped.

4. Recovery1 would initially hold no value. A liquidity pool (Liquidity-Pool-One) would be created
to accrue value over time. Di�erent methods and incentives to accrue value in LP-1 are described in
LP BUILD Plan One below.

5. Shutting down the Harmony Bridge forever and draining the liquidity pools of each bridged asset
to be used in Liquidity-Pool-One. Right before closing the bridge and draining liquidity, a �nal
snapshot (FinalSnap) would be taken to also partially compensate users that bought after the hack.

6. Liquidity-Pool-One would initially be locked. The accrued value would be transferred gradually
to back the value RecoveryOne coin little by little over the span of 2 years with a vesting
proposition called VestingOne.

7. A website with a smart contract would be set-up so users could unlock regained value by
withdrawing native and non-bridged stablecoins. This vesting period (VestingOne) would ensure
two things:

7A. Users impatient to partially recover their funds and leave the ecosystem could be
compensated earlier and have a partial value reimbursed, thus making the overall debt
smaller and relieving some stress.

7B. More patient users could wait a further vesting date to unlock value and get a real value
closer or superior to 1 USD.

6. After the vesting period is completed, the accrued value would still appreciate and users could still
wait longer to withdraw value, giving users an incentive to hold their tokens.

Community Proposal 1 
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LP BUILD Plan One

Value would be accrued to Liquidity-Pool-One in the following ways.

A. Liquidity Pools of bridged assets would be merged and added to Liquidity-Pool-One

B. Validators and stakers would get their bene�ts slashed so a percentage of bene�ts are transferred
automatically into Liquidity-Pool-One

C. Every month, a predetermined percentage of the Harmony treasury would be added to
Liquidity-Pool-One

D. Every new project funded in part or completely by the Harmony Foundation would need to hardcode a
wallet accruing a predetermined percentage of pro�ts. This value would be automatically transferred to
Liquidity-Pool-One.

E. Were the �rst 4 steps not enough to accrue at least 50% of the lost assets value in the �rst year, a sacri�ce
protocol (Sacri�ceOne) would be created. Users and venture capital �rms would sacri�ce stablecoins
into Liquidity-Pool-One. In exchange, they would be able to gain a % of new emissions of Harmony
One Coins in the near future. This would create an incentive to add value Liquidity-Pool-One with
the downside of causing further in�ation. This would have the advantage of making sure we resort to
token emission only as a �nal measure. The speci�cs would be discussed and voted on at a later date.

Votes and further propositions

In the process of recovering the lost value for users, the following votes and discussions would have to be held;

1. Timeline and methodology of RecoverySnap
2. VestingOne vesting unlock period and timelines
3. LP BUILD Plan One additional propositions and debates
4. Sacri�ceOne, new emissions, prices and vesting unlock periods
5. % of reimbursement and vesting period of users included in FinalSnap

In conclusion

This proposition ensures that:

○ Users eager to leave the ecosystem earlier with a partial reimbursement can do so
○ Users eager to continue building on Harmony One can choose to do so
○ The dangerous bridge is closed o� forever, so we can focus on trustless solution and native and

non-bridged stablecoins
○ Newly funded projects can further contribute to the ecosystem by giving back to the community
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Questions and concerns:

Q: What happens to users that bought after the incident? Won’t they be penalized since the liquidity pools
will be drained?

A: Users that bought after the incident would be included in FinalSnap, but subjected to a slightly lower %
reimbursement and a di�erent vesting period so the users that lost in the initial hack are prioritized.

Q: Don’t you think that asking for new projects to hardcode a % of their pro�ts to be transferred to
Liquidity-Pool-One could potentially become a deterrent?

A: Certain reimbursement limits could be imposed. For example, if a project has reimbursed more than 2x
the amount that was initially granted for development, the transfer of value could automatically stop after a
speci�c set amount.

Q: Won’t closing o� the bridge kill the ecosystem?

A: It may sting at �rst, but crypto bridges are notoriously unsafe and we would bene�t by using only native
stablecoins.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1MwPE0Q9peY
My proposal to clear up the bridge hack:
Launch your own stablecoin with treasury and one token backing
Buy back as many bridged tokens as possible and burn them
Reimburse the people with the Harmony dollar stablecoin
List it on CEXes so people can redeem it
Launch the Horizon 2.0 decentralized bridge

Community Proposal 2 
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In a nutshell:
1.) Let us stake the depegged assets.
2.) Staked depegged assets would yield ONE just as if you would stake ONE
3.) Use oracles to calculate what the ONE equivalent of your staked assets would
be at any time
4.) Staked depegged assets should yield slightly less than normal staked ONE
5.) Above factor should start low (treat the staked assets as only about 20% ONE
equivalent at the start, then increase it until it reaches around 80%-90%)

Pro:
.) Gives actual value to depegged assets
.) Does not increase supply of ONE
.) Gives interesting arbitrage opportunities for people interested in 
staking/yield farming
.) This might even re-create a proper market for the depegged assets, locking a 
good part of them up in liquidity pools

Cons:
.) Will reduce overall yield for stakers
.) If ONE starts falling in value, ONE stakers might unstake, trade for unpegged
assets, stake them and dump their yield accelerating a dump (low probability)
.) Victims of the scam will need a long time to be recompensated purely by their
yield (however, they might be reimbursed earlier, because the value of the 
depegged assets would likely rise)

Long text:
Let us stake depegged assets.
They would yield ONE like as if you would stake ONE.
To avoid capital outflow from ONE to depegged assets, let’s say, depegged assets
would be treated as being worth only 80%-90% of ONE. So if ONE was worth 0,03$ 
and one would stake 1000 depegged USDT, they would receive the same yield as 
someone staking 30k ONE (or 26667 ONE if you’d take the 80% approach).
To avoid a sudden spike in valuation of the depegged assets, accompanied by a 
sudden drop of the value of ONE, start with an even harsher penalty. I would 
think of something like starting with 10% to 30% of ONE equivalent and then 
increase be 5% each week until you reach 80% to 90%.

When unstaking those depegged assets you would get back your depegged assets. 
(so no conversion ever between ONE and depegged assets).
Also 0 additional ONE inflation, however, ONE staking yield would be lower, as 
it would be shared with people staking depegged assets.
Current market cap sits at around 350million, stolen assets at 100million … so 
staking rewards would be cut considerably.
However it would also open up a lot of interesting oportunities: at what point 
people would prefer to hold depegged assets (that yield less than native ONE), 
but have the potential to increase worth (in bull market) or maintain their 
worth (in bear market)
Because the conversion factor between the depegged assets and ONE would change 
according to the supposedly underlying asset (using oracles).

This, over time, would allow for a soft-repeg using free-market mechanisms, 
without magically willing into existence more ONE than there should exist (using
hardfork) or magically increasing the inflation (also hardforking).
The main disadvantage would be the reduced yield. Especially at the beginning of
when people start to see more worth in staking depegged assets than native ONE.
However, this effect should be only temporary, as, as people start to value 
these assets again, a considerable part should start to be locked up in 
liquidity pools, thus being unavailable for staking.

Why?
I do not see an actual repeg happening - simply: There is not even close to 
enough money in treasury and no business angels want to jump in. So forget 
repegs, not gonna happen. Also: LUNA style hard-fork and relaunch are not 
possible since the hack occured on Ethereum, not Harmony, so not possible to 

Community Proposal 3 
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rollback.

Huge inflation (by increasing staking yield or simply creating ONE out of thin 
air), would be extremely bad for Harmony. That would destroy trust even further 
and even without that devalue ONE simply because of the increased supply.

NFTs create their value by either having some inherent use (games, yield 
generating NFTs, ...) or by creating some sort of social media hype.
Harmony hack NFTs would by definition not have any inherent use (other than 
publicly saying "hey, I got robbed!") and I don't see any social media hype 
forming around the idea of being robbed.
Some voting rights do not compensate people for their losses. I guess few people
stake ONE for voting rights, most want yield. So, I think the above idea (or 
something going in the same rough direction) would be the only viable approach
I do not see any "Bridge Solution" so far.
Solutions using Transaction Fees to buy up the depegged assets: I think that 
would take far, far, far too long. Additionally, these should go to stakers, so 
stakers would once again be cut. At the same time it would not create market 
dynamics, as there would not be an actual advantage to holding on to the asset 
(except for waiting for the transaction fees to slowly buy up everything, 
however that will take a really long time)
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Hello team, i wanted to ask to please consider all funds Lost from external platform, for
example DefiKindoms. It was a btc / eth pool that got deleted from the depeg. I personally
Lost something like 1400 dollars, please consider that on your recovery program

Community Proposal 4
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Community Proposal 5 



Gamefi suite

The major pitfall with every proposal up until now has usually revolved around 
the unappealing consequences associated with printing a shit tonne of ONE 
token over a very brief time period. The problem with this is that if you’re a ONE
token holder you’re being made to foot the bill to resolve a problem that you 
may not even be impacted by. Why on Earth would you vote for a proposal that 
hinders your bags massively to save someone else’s? Game theory would 
dictate that no rational thinker would choose such a strategy. Every proposal 
that involves such dilution is one that is destined to fail from the outset.

TL;DR, (please read though   - also might be worth taking a quick look at 
MOBOX ecosystem to have a good idea of what my vision is)

- Harmony/community uses treasury funds to build out gamefi suite
- Custodians of unpegged assets have exclusive ability to stake assets to farm 
keys/NFTs
- Farming period is temporary and ends when assets repegged
- Proposal to be used in conjunction with other obvious funding methods: 
redirecting burnt tx fees, validator rewards, buy back/burn of unpegged assets.

Benefits of this proposal

1. Provides the team with the ability to prolong the period needed to raise 
sufficient funds to repeg the assets officially - keeping custodians of unpegged 
assets reasonably happy in the meantime. There is also the potential for there 
to be no repeg necessary at all if product is built well enough.

2. Unpegged asset holders encouraged to stay engaged with the community 
and don’t jump ship the moment their assets are repegged.

3. Treasury funds utilised in a much more productive way. Rather than outright 
buying assets- Harmony ecosystem instead derives utility from gamefi suite 
eternally.

4. Provides utility to unpegged assets - meaning there is a chance the unpegged
assets, rather than repeg value in a traditional sense, may begin to mirror value
as farming weights directly correlated with $ values (as if they were true to 
peg). There is even a chance the assets become overpegged   i.e. the utility 
derived from exclusive access to farming NFTs is believed to be more valuable 
than assets pegged equivalent.

5. If we decide unpegged assets are to be staked in LP format (x unpegged 
asset/one) then we may provide the opportunity for the team to buy/burn 
discounted unpegged assets. This would allow the team to buy in more 
significant size with much lower price impacts than other existing LPs across 

Community Proposal 6
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other protocols. Meaning the team would need significantly less than $100m to 
back assets on the ETH side.

6. Allows for temporary distinction between bridged assets on the Harmony 
chain. I.e. legacy (hacked assets) can be kept separate from newly bridged 
(trustlessly I hope) assets until the time comes to remerge assets when legacy 
assets can be fully backed once again. This means the rest of the Harmony 
ecosystem can continue to operate, as if nothing happened, once the trustless 
bridge is up and running.

So where does that leave us? We need a proposal that repegs the 
$100m hole whilst keeping ONE holders on board.

We need to create utility for the unpegged assets. What I am proposing is
for the Harmony team (could also be community initiative) to build out a suite of
games similar to that of the ecosystem built of by the Mobox team on BNBchain.
I understand the Harmony team are reluctant to use the treasury funds to 
directly reimburse the funds lost in the horizon bridge hack, but this solution 
would provide a way to use treasury funds in a much more productive way. A 
way that can potentially plug the $100m whilst also creating a vast amount of 
utility for the harmony community at the same time.

What is Mobox and how do the unpegged assets fit into the equation?

Simply put, Mobox is a gamefi ecosystem whereby players could stake assets 
(single asset or staked in an LP) in order to earn keys. These keys would open 
chests to unlock NFTs that could be used across their suite of mobile games. 
These mobile games would utilise these NFTs as well as consume ONE token 
itself on in-game upgrades. These games would be seasonal competitions in 
nature whereby most progress within the games would reset weekly, fortnightly,
or monthly (depending on the game you were playing).

What I propose is that we build a similar ecosystem making use of the unpegged
assets. We would follow a similar roadmap in which we would allow unpegged 
asset custodians to be the exclusive liquidity providers. This means that only 
those who staked unpegged assets could farm the keys to unlock the 
NFTs to the gamefi ecosystem. Key farmers could sell their keys/open chests
and subsequently sell their NFTs if they so desired. We would of course run this 
farming period for as long as necessary. I.e. the amount of time needed to raise 
funds to fully repeg the $100m problem.

Why is Harmony uniquely positioned to overcome traditional gamefi 
‘Ponzinomics’?

The problem you find with most gamefi ecosystems, including Mobox, is that 
they do not create their own value and rely entirely on the minting of new 
tokens to keep players incentivised to compete with one another. Those that 
have committed to limited supply models and do not create value are 
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constrained in their ability to incentivise players for the long term and are 
therefore doomed to fail (hence ponzinomics).

Harmony is uniquely positioned in that it is its own stand-alone blockchain - 
meaning you require the token for multiple other reasons. Most notably to pay 
for tx fees. In addition to this Harmony tokenomics are such that they are ever 
inflating. We could redirect x amount of new supply from validator rewards and 
commit them to gaming rewards. This way the games can remain eternally 
competitive for as long as the chain has active users.

This is not a post to iron out all the gamefi details right now. Rather a repeg post
that stresses the need to utilise unpegged assets temporarily for us to buy 
enough time to slowly raise funds to repeg. In doing so we also use the treasury 
funds in a much more productive way. Whilst also offering the more impatient a 
chance to cash out at potentially higher prices than the current ~0.1:1. Maybe if
the gamefi development looks appealing enough, owners of the unpegged 
assets may be able to cash out for more than 1:1 (one can only dream).

To play devil’s advocate, if the Harmony team builds out an epic product then it 
could be the case that the repeg may not even be necessary. Providing the 
farming period for unpegged asset holders is deemed to be fruitful enough on its
own.
The promise of an eventual peg whilst following this proposal however would of 
course be the most ideal outcome for the users.

I would love to hear all feedback. Good or bad, but please try to keep it as 
constructive as possible.

If I’m not on boarded to see out my vision and this proposal does go ahead then 
please consider leaving a donation - unpegged assets welcome. How else am I 
going to farm keys and NFTs?
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Use a least 50% of the treasury to partially repeg.

Proposal 8

Community Proposal 7
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Community Proposal 8
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We do a market place with bids done entirely in unbacked/distressed assets. 
When bidding, any bidder that wins burns 100% of their bid, whereas every 
bidder that places a bid immediately burns 10% of their bid.

This is to lower total exposure/cost to reback assets eventually.

If a floor ape was sold in this way, and there were only 200 bids ending in a fair 
value sale, this could burn almost 1 million 1USDC.

There are also commitments from many validators, influencers, and projects to 
support the intitiative, providing NFTs of value, including custom 1/1s made 
uniquely for inclusion on such a marketplace.

Also, the Byte Masons have committed to deploying this project in extremely 
quick fashion, asking nothing more from Harmony than some promotion of the 
good faith efforts. The Byte Masons will charge no fees, and will burn all 
distressed assets in an automated manner.
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Community Proposal 9
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Rough Backpaper Implementation -- more can be discussed

This is a fully decentralised trustless onchain implementation.

We can make a contract to allow minting of a USD stable coin backed by depegged assets.

Contract will allow users to deposit their depegged assets and borrow a stable coin against
them.

Users will be able to deposit wbtc, weth, usdt, usdc, busd and all other assets affected by the
hack, and in exchange mint a stable coin.

This would allow all 100m worth of assets (after depeg still worth around 15-20m USD) to
become of some use again.

The best part is that it does not need users to sell the assets to get their capital back and they'll
still be eligible for a reimbursement if that ever happens.

The amount of stable coin which can be minted against the depegged collateral will depend on
the current value (around 15-20% of real value)

We can build a smart contract to do all this and this new mintable stable coin can be supported
by our dex, lending platform & launchpad to raise money for more projects on the chain.

Our project: https://unite.finance

Community Proposal 10
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before Elastic RPC fix the RPC we had 800 million transaction per day. so everyday we got a lot of 
fee to burning. amount of minting from staking minus total fee burning will make change total 
supply of Harmont chain. So the idea is if amount of fee more than minting of staking we can use it 
some of it or all of it to buy All bridge asset to repeg it instead of collecting it to give reward to 
effcted party in bridge incident. Until we can reach normal price and can fill the tresury again. And 
this will make people buy it again too because knowing that harmony auto repeg it through fee.. 
after that we make token that represent all coin/token in the Harmony ecosystem or other, bassically
it is a version 2 coin if using coin or simply make it paper/warrant .this spesial token/paper only can
be swap using bridge asset which need repeg.  So affected people still can trade their asset through 
this V2 coin/paper via website that community build to swap traditionally so it required demand and
supply but only one price witch is the real market price. people can only sell the V2 coin/paper by 
swap it back again to the bridge original coin. I cant tell clear information because My english is 
suck f*ck.. So the point of this idea is. Using fee to repeg instead to give reward people and publish 
paper that swappable using affected bridge asset so people still can invest to their favorite project 
until pegging is recovery, example if their affected bridge asset is USDC and they want invest to 
BTC they can do it. this method also  propably will make people buy back the asset bridge because 
they know harmony using fee to buy it constantly untill it repeg so it will help repeg. and affected 
people still can use their hacked asset to trade it through paper so it not useless. If this idea is the 
most efisien method than after this the only thing that we can do is just wait for it until the asset 
fully repeg in the future. And hope the harmony team probably change their mind in future to repeg 
it instanly after this method work to help repeg so the team just using 50% or idk amount to repeg 
it. or if theres A rich people from saudi or somewhere that help us repeg the bridge 😂

Community Proposal 11 
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To do:
● Create a smart contract that swaps depegged tokens for ONE
● Fill this smart contract with WONE tokens.

○ Option A: half treasury
○ Option B: half treasury + minting
○ Ideally 4B WONE

How would it work?:
● Each block would increase the swap ratio.
● It would increase the rate during 50M blocks (estimated to reach max rate in ~3 years

and 2 months at current 2 seconds per block)
● Each depegged token has a fixed "VALUE_MULTIPLIER", as an example 1USDC

would be 1 dollar, WBTC would be 22,000… etc. (this values will be the same as the
initial proposal by the harmony team)

● The formula for the swap will be: WONE_OUT = TOKEN_IN * VALUE_MULTIPLIER *
(((MIN(CURRENT_BLOCK,FINAL_BLOCK) - INTIAL_BLOCK) / 50000000) * 0.8 +
0.2) * 40

○ TOKEN_IN = the amount of deppeged token to swap
○ VALUE_MULTIPLIER = the value of the depegged token at the time of the

hack
○ CURRENT_BLOCK = block when transaction is executed
○ INTIAL_BLOCK = block when the swap will become available
○ FINAL_BLOCK = 50 million blocks after the initial block

● The formula has a fixed rate of 1 dollar = 40 WONE but starts only giving 20% of the
value in the initial block and increments the rate all the way up to 100% on the
FINAL_BLOCK

● Every time that the contract is used before the final block will have extra WONE that
won't need to be used, they could be burned if they come from minting or send back
to treasury wallet if they come from the treasury.

Why is this a good idea?
● It can be done with a single smart contract or a mint fork and a contract if it reaches

the total 4B
● Even if 4B WONE would be available only a portion will be used
● You can open the bridge from day one. But make it ONE way only until all the assets

are back. Just let people know before use.
○ This will allow people to arbitrage the depegged assets if the swap contract is

giving them a good rate.
○ It will also prevent over compensation for the people that wait years to

redeem as if the price has gone up the compensations can be huge.
○ If you don't open the bridge let the team use the bridge instead and arbitrage

it yourself.
● This is SIMPLE, EFFICIENT and it covers so many angles: bridge, defi, over

compensation, reduces cost…

The best thing is that this will reduce debt from day ONE. This will bring trust and should
push the price of ONE up which will make the compensation even cheaper

Community Proposal 12 
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Proposal for Harmony One

How to insure that Harmony not only survives but thrives to the top of its crypto potential.

NOT Inflation But Deflation to increase the price of the Harmony token!

Set up a 2 week period (or whatever is best) for all Harmony Heroes (token holders and crypto 
enthusiasts who may purchase tokens to participate) to step up and participate in a one-time 
once in a lifetime opportunity to participate in this action.

Set up a SUPER STAKING VALIDATOR page. Anyone staking Harmony now would only have 
to wait one epoch and people not owning Harmony will need to buy tokens to get in on the offer.

Every token staked in the Super Staker page must lock in for one full year. They can claim 
rewards but the tokens are locked.  Here is the reason Harmony token holders will be wanting 
to  stake (may need to make a 10,000 minimum or even 100,000 minimum.)
1) for locking one full year, you get approximately double the staking rewards
2) all recovered stolen funds  ever recovered from the hack will be divided evenly among the 
delegators within the Super Validators by %staked by taking a snapshot on the completion of 
the time limited opportunity to stake tokens to Super Validators.
3) After one year Harmony tokens can be removed but never allowed back into the Super 
Validators. All tokens locked for the full year can remain in the Super Staker Validators as long 
as they want and they will continue to get DOUBLE staking rewards! This is what can bring in 
many from the crypto community that have not ever bought Harmony tokens or may have sold 
their tokens and now want to get back in for the Super Validator staking.

 For Harmony ONE this keeps selling pressures down for the next year as the team works to 
stabilize, build, and repeg assets.

This action will drive up the price of Harmony tokens by taking a large pool of Harmony tokens 
off the market for trading for a full year.

As the price of Harmony ONE rises it will provide more opportunities to repeg and build projects 
and maximize the technological advantages of the Harmony blockchain.

As these tokens are locked up and Harmony is energized, the
Harmony  team will increase its super low gas fees to whatever is needed. Less than a penny 
has been unbelievably low. Many will pay much more than one penny compared to what ETH 
charges and be extremely happy and this will keep the blockchain growing and able to pay out 
double staking for the Super Validators.

Locking up tokens for a year will cause fewer tokens available and will cause the price per token
to rise. Because of double staking rewards, after a year many will choose to keep their tokens in
the vault so that there will not be a sudden rush dump tokens (remember, once you unlock and 

Community Proposal 13 
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remove your Harmony tokens you never get back into the Super Validators to get double 
staking rewards!)

This proposal may be used with other proposals, it’s something that I have not seen proposed.  
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- Raising the txn cost 

- Slash 50% of 441mio staking reward will be used to pay back 100mio (<6mio USD @ $0.026) for 1y 
Target 10mio USD annually 

- Meanwhile finding a fund to buy the 220mio ONE, sell at discount with initial 80%+ lock for 3y 
vesting (not easy at current market condition) Target to absorb the bridge assets to restore the 
bridge (the strength of Harmony), to drain the liquidity of bridge assets at discount. 

- To absorb the 1-bridge assets. Investors can sell their bridge assets to Harmony, this will be a 1 / 2 /
3y options for investors to select. 20% up front, 1/2/3y amortise up to 50 / 70 / 100%, investors can 
claim the bridged assets in ETH chain or in $ONE that is locked at today's prx semiannual. (The main 
point here is to absorb as much bridge asset as possible meanwhile if the bridge asset worth more 
than 50/70%, then Harmony team will make a profit). 

Dessert for ONE supporters, also to restore the bridge, meanwhile trying to raise the cash level in 
stable coins for Harmony 

- A programme for ONE community, 1 year programme, min $500 USDT/USDC/DAI/BUSD to make 
users to bridge to ONE to participate, target 5-10mio USD, get paid in 1-bridge assets, 1 USDT = 1 
x1USDT = 1.3-1.5 1USDT. But it's a programme to appreciate the ONE supporters 

Dessert for ONE projects, to restore the confident, stimulating to build better 

- Projects who has made over x amount of txn annually, they can receive partial of the 50% staking 
rewards (10% of ~220mio $ONE, share equiv among the ONE projects)

Community Proposal 14 
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Positive Feedback Recovery through Reimbursement Allocation

The impacted wallet distribution should be highly skewed. Top 7 1ETH holders account for
~97% of the supply, which means there are ~15,000 small wallets that hold ~3%. We may
focus on reimbursing top 5000 smallest impacted wallets, which itself has relieved a lot of
negative sentiment, while only using a small amount of funds to reimburse. It may reduce noise
and pressure in the community and it may initiate a positive sentiment that can help recover
the ecosystem and treasury, which leads to traffic that can produce funds, and we can utilize
those funds to reduce another 5000 and repeat. Hence, a positive feedback recovery.

It may not be a fair decision for top impacted wallets, but considering the positive feedback
loop, it may convince top impacted wallets to understand that this decision may actually
provide a faster recovery for them in the long run. We may also have a custom proposal for
them as holding an agreement with a few entities is far easier rather than community scale
consensus.

Additional Note:
- The initial funds to reimburse could come from the treasury or the other proposal.

Hence, it needs another proposal to function.
- We can design a more detailed reimbursement allocation if we have the list of impacted

wallets and the impacted amount of each of them.

Community Proposal 15 
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Proposal for the recovery of the network status,
value, and trust after the 100M bridge incident.

A viable model plan design by Domin0/Sejin

For those Lucky enough to dont know me yet. I am Domin0 (Aka

Sejin), Today I am an Artist and front-end dev, inhabiting creating

and working in the blockchain almost in exclusive to Harmony One.

I am also a builder. I am one of the CEOs in the A.U.M.I.G.A

(https://twitter.com/AumigaG ) project: a Game, A yield Farming

system, DEX, a Launchpad, and a resource-gathering economic

system built over the base of automation and the ideas of

decentralization advocating for new financial models willing to

replace the old ponzi concepts in the ecosystem and to bring people

from out of the scene into it under a safe and honest environment.

Community Proposal 16 
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I am also the creator in charge of the ( https://twitter.com/Guild0x

)Gaming Guild Initiative. A selfless and neutral organization in

harmony that works under social token concepts.

But once I was A Technic Creative in advertising in broadcasting &

media, and having expertise on creative problem-solving from

business to politics, today, as an affected and interested inhabitant of

the network, I havedecided to take a break from my duties and let my

imagination go ahead with an actual plan to fix the current situation

in Harmony.

A Marketing/Economic and Technical proposal to solve the
current situation in Harmony.

1. Understanding.

The first concept we need to understand for being able to find

a solution versus adverse conditions is Acceptance: Losing

100M of dollars, and then considering the possibility of
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recovering it just by having brilliant ideas does not work. Or

much more brilliant thinkers than us would be building

hundreds of millions daily everywhere.

2. It needs to be accepted that the problem has reached a critical

dimension and no small initiative will replace what has been

lost. Instead is time to use the whole infrastructure, acquired

value, and technology in the project to put everything

working towards a viable solution.

3. Planification.

An economic/technical plan will not bring back liquidity,

value, and trust by themselves. Instead, I advocate for

working on a complete marketing strategy/initiative towards

a cooperative goal reinforced by these concepts.

4. But first, let's analyze the situation from a more manageable

perspective: Often creative problem solving applied to unique

critical situations in the corporate, political, and social

backgrounds can be extrapolated and scaled to simpler

situations in simpler scenarios to study solutions already

proved effective and then start to adapt the solutions to the

original issue.
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5. The harmony Hack Issue because of the communitarian

nature of the network has led to a social repercussion and

because it, it is now dependent on collaborative support for

its resolution.

6. Analogy.

The current situation could be extrapolated to an analogy of

an individual member of a collective who has also other

individuals in his charge, who due to a series of wrong

decisions have reached a critical point, and now, his identity

and economy for the future are endangered and the people

dependent on him are affected and has suffered a loss of

trust.

7. These kinds of situations of individuals affected by wrong

decisions need to be addressed not only back in the original

cause (economic and technical in our case) but due to their

social implications also under a psychological and social

perspective (trust for future actions).

8. Similar cases with a success rate of recovery on the smaller

scale we are imagining are mainly the ones reached by

obtaining support from other individuals in the same sphere:
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collaborators, third parties, and especially by the community

where they belong and participate.

9. But to make this support happen it’s necessary for these

groups to have trust back in the conflicted individual and in

his chances of doing better the next time, not only not

repeating the same mistakes but also about his will for

recovery. Plus audit and monitoring will be required since

words will aren’t enough.

10. Once the individual displays intentions of addressing the

issue, shows compromise, gives proof of having a plan to

restore the situation, takes responsibility, and puts as a

priority those dependent and affected by them is when

collaborative support happens and the possibility of recovery

becomes real.

11.Concept.

Harmony can’t go simply for a goal of a promise of repeg or

indemnization, simply because has no sustainability, lacks

resources, and it would not fix trust issues, so any money

invested in it will be immediately migrated far from the

ecosystem to be put in safe.
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12. As I said instead of an economic or technological limited

solution Instead, I witness the launch of a marketing

campaign where to invest these concepts with the goal of

reaching other entities in the ecosystem (AKA other

networks, groups, collaborators, companies, and

communities) and ask them for a compromise of support and

assistance under the values of decentralization where we

belong.

13. For creating a successful campaign of support and

collaboration Harmony needs first to develop a recovery plan

built over goals that can be reached by its organization,

structure, and components.

14. Actions.

As a network in a decentralized space, the main milestone to

include in the revitalization plan of the network should be to

work, invest, and rely on the builders on it. And not only and

especially in the actual builders on it but also make an

important and effusive call to builders around the whole

blockchain to witness the Harmony revitalization plan as an

attractive opportunity for their future.
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15. Investment.

Available funds, efforts, and plans of support should

immediately start to be created to help people currently

involved in building into the network and those considering

doing it to make Harmony a very attractive space-paradigm

and use their development and contributions as a milestone

in the supporting campaign initiated with other networks and

entities.

16. Once a funding/support system is established for builders,

communications will be established with other networks

under the premise of “Revitalization, Reconstruction,

recovery and Rebirth’ in the communications and

negotiations Harmony instead of asking simply for help will

demand promotion, support, investment, and participation.

17. Negotiation.

As a bargaining chip for the negotiations, Harmony will offer

their Technology, know-how, and experience which is the

most attractive aspect of it.

18. The success of the negotiations will depend on the success

of the plan of reconstruction, the more healthy and viable it
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will be the higher the chance of obtaining promotion and

support for it.

19. The affected community should be involved in the process

and encouraged to participate with their support and ideas.

20. If the milestone is reached and harmony becomes once

again an attractive element for builders in the blockchain the

funds necessary for the repeg will come from the production

of the builders who will attract investors and users back to

the network to participate in it actively and with enthusiasm

bringing back health to the economy.

21. Technological and economic aspects will be necessary for

the process (e.g a new sustainable and safe Stable coin should

be introduced in the ecosystem, perhaps backed by different

entities who during the negotiations could offer a percentage

of backup as a symbol of support)

22. Collaboration.

This is the draft of a plan, ergo experts in different fields and

areas should contribute to making the campaign. The

negotiations and the marketing are as effective and attractive
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as possible. But under this model, the viability of recovery is

possible.
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